Kants Theory Of Taste A Reading Of The
Critique Of Aesthetic Judgment
Kant's Theory of Taste-Henry E. Allison 2001-03-19 This book constitutes one of the most important
contributions to recent Kant scholarship. In it, one of the pre-eminent interpreters of Kant, Henry
Allison, offers a comprehensive, systematic, and philosophically astute account of all aspects of
Kant's views on aesthetics. The first part of the book analyses Kant's conception of reflective
judgment and its connections with both empirical knowledge and judgments of taste. The second
and third parts treat two questions that Allison insists must be kept distinct: the normativity of pure
judgments of taste, and the moral and systematic significance of taste. The fourth part considers two
important topics often neglected in the study of Kant's aesthetics: his conceptions of fine art, and the
sublime.
The Role of Taste in Kant's Theory of Cognition-Hannah Ginsborg 2016-05-05 First published in
1990. This title, originally a Ph. D. dissertation submitted to the Department of Philosophy at
Harvard University in July 1988, grew out of an interest in the foundations of twentieth-century
analytic philosophy. Believing that the idea of the primacy of judgment was an important one for
understanding more recent issues in analytic philosophy, the author started to think about its
historical antecedents. By examining Kant’s Critique of Judgement, Ginsborg explores the notion of a
judgment of taste, as a judgment which has intersubjective validity without being objectively valid,
and therefore bear’s directly on the notion of the primacy of judgment as an aspect of Kant's account
of objectivity. This title will be of interest to students of philosophy.
Kant and the Claims of Taste-Paul Guyer 1997-05-13 The book offers a detailed account of Kant's
views on judgments of taste, aesthetic pleasure, imagination and many other topics.
Kant's Critique of Taste-Katalin Makkai 2021-04-30 This book explores Kant's compelling vision of
our aesthetic and cognitive lives as anchored in experiences of attunement and animation.
An Introduction to Kant's Aesthetics-Christian Helmut Wenzel 2008-04-15 In An Introduction to
Kant’s Aesthetics, Christian Wenzel discusses and demystifies Kant’s Critique of the Power of
Judgment, guiding the reader each step of the way and placing key points of discussion in the
context of Kant’s other work. Explains difficult concepts in plain language, using numerous examples
and a helpful glossary. Proceeds in the same order as Kant’s text for ease of reference and
comprehension. Includes an illuminating foreword by Henry E. Allison. Offers twenty-six furtherreading sections, commenting briefly on books and articles from the English, German, and French,
that are relevant for each topic Provides an extensive bibliography and a chapter summarizing
Kant's main points.
Negative Beauty-Christopher Charles Buckman 2014 Kant's theory of taste, as expounded in the
Critique of Judgment, deals exhaustively with judgments of beauty. Rarely does Kant mention
ugliness. This omission has led to a debate among commentators about how judgments of ugliness
should be explained in a Kantian framework. I argue in this dissertation that the judgment of
ugliness is best conceived as being a disinterested disliking that is universally valid without a
concept, contrapurposive without the presentation of a purpose, and necessary. It originates in the
disharmonious conflict between the faculties of imagination and understanding which occurs when
the understanding finds that it cannot form any concept suitable to a representation as it is
presented by the imagination. In explicating my interpretation, I rely on Kant's theory of negative
magnitudes, which implies that beauty and ugliness are real opposites. I also locate Kant's theory of
taste within the early modern view of judgment as a synthesis of representational elements.
康德的自由理论-阿利森 2001 本书内容包括:《纯粹理性批判》中的自由与理性行为能力,道德行为能力和道德心理学,道德性和自由的辩护等。
Critique of Judgment-Immanuel Kant 2012-06-11 Kant's attempt to establish the principles behind
the faculty of judgment remains one of the most important works on human reason. This third of the
philosopher's three Critiques forms the very basis of modern aesthetics.
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Problem of Free Harmony in Kant's Aesthetics, The-Kenneth F. Rogerson 2008-10-23 A study of the
first half of Kant’s Critique of Judgment.
The Demands of Taste in Kant's Aesthetics-Brent Kalar 2006-10-15 Typically philosophers have
either viewed beauty as objective and judgments of beauty as universally valid, or else they have
viewed beauty as subjective and regarded judgments of beauty as merely private preferences.
Immanuel Kant is famous for his unique third path. Kant argues that beauty is subjective, but the
judgment of taste about beauty is capable of universal validity. In his view, the beautiful is not a
feature of objects themselves, but merely represents the way we respond to objects. Furthermore,
the judgment of taste about beauty is a merely 'aesthetic' judgment - i.e., one based on a feeling of
pleasure we take in the object. The judgment of taste, on the other hand, possesses 'universal
validity': to call something beautiful is implicitly to 'demand' that all others find it beautiful as well.
Kant's views about the taste for the beautiful have long been the subject of controversy. Scholars
have differed over the interpretation of the demand contained in a judgment of taste and whether
Kant's attempt to legitimate this demand is successful. Brent Kalar argues that the demands of taste
should be understood as involving a uniquely aesthetic normativity rooted in Kant's cognitive
psychology. If the basis of aesthetic pleasure in the activity of the cognitive faculties is properly
understood, then Kant's attempt to legitimate the demands of taste may be regarded as a success.
This leads Kalar to give a new interpretation of the nature of the beautiful according to Kant that reexamines the relationship between 'free play' and the 'form of purposiveness' in Kant's aesthetics,
and restores the 'aesthetic ideas' to their rightful centrality in Kant's theory.
Kant's Conception of Freedom-Henry E. Allison 2019-12-31 Traces the development of Kant's views
on free will from earlier writings through the three Critiques and beyond.
Kant and the Experience of Freedom-Paul Guyer 1996-07-13 This collection of essays by one of the
preeminent Kant scholars of our time transforms our understanding of both Kant's aesthetics and his
ethics. Guyer shows that at the very core of Kant's aesthetic theory, disinterestedness of taste
becomes an experience of freedom and thus an essential accompaniment to morality itself. At the
same time he reveals how Kant's moral theory includes a distinctive place for the cultivation of both
general moral sentiments and particular attachments on the basis of the most rigorous principle of
duty. Kant's thought is placed in a rich historical context including such figures as Shaftesbury,
Hutcheson, Hume, Burke, Kames, as well as Baumgarten, Mendelssohn, Schiller, and Hegel. Other
topics treated are the sublime, natural versus artistic beauty, genius and art history, and duty and
inclination. These essays extend and enrich the account of Kant's aesthetics in the author's earlier
book, Kant and the Claims of Taste (1979).
Critique of Judgement-Immanuel Kant 2008-09-11 Kant's Critique of Judgement analyses our
experience of the beautiful and the sublime in relation to nature, morality, and theology. Meredith's
classic translation is here lightly revised and supplemented with a bilingual glossary. The edition
also includes the important First Introduction.
Knowledge, Reason, and Taste-Paul Guyer 2013-12-08 Immanuel Kant famously said that he was
awoken from his "dogmatic slumbers," and led to question the possibility of metaphysics, by David
Hume's doubts about causation. Because of this, many philosophers have viewed Hume's influence
on Kant as limited to metaphysics. More recently, some philosophers have questioned whether even
Kant's metaphysics was really motivated by Hume. In Knowledge, Reason, and Taste, renowned Kant
scholar Paul Guyer challenges both of these views. He argues that Kant's entire philosophy-including his moral philosophy, aesthetics, and teleology, as well as his metaphysics--can fruitfully
be read as an engagement with Hume. In this book, the first to describe and assess Hume's
influence throughout Kant's philosophy, Guyer shows where Kant agrees or disagrees with Hume,
and where Kant does or doesn't appear to resolve Hume's doubts. In doing so, Guyer examines the
progress both Kant and Hume made on enduring questions about causes, objects, selves, taste,
moral principles and motivations, and purpose and design in nature. Finally, Guyer looks at
questions Kant and Hume left open to their successors.
The Kantian Sublime-Paul Crowther 1991 In recent years Kant's aesthetic theory has been the
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subject of a widespread revival of interest amongst English-speaking philosophers. This revival,
however, has not so far encompassed Kant's aesthetic of the sublime. This neglect is unfortunate
because, amongst Continental philosophers, the Kantian sublime is currently receiving widespread
discussion in debates about the nature of postmodernism. Paul Crowther thus breaks new ground by
providing what is probably the first monograph in any language to be devoted exclusively to Kant's
theory of the sublime.
Beauty, Ugliness and the Free Play of Imagination-Mojca Küplen 2015-07-15 This book presents a
solution to the problem known in philosophical aesthetics as the paradox of ugliness, namely, how an
object that is displeasing can retain our attention and be greatly appreciated. It does this by
exploring and refining the most sophisticated and thoroughly worked out theoretical framework of
philosophical aesthetics, Kant’s theory of taste, which was put forward in part one of the Critique of
the Power of Judgment. The book explores the possibility of incorporating ugliness, a negative
aesthetic concept, into the overall Kantian aesthetic picture. It addresses a debate of the last two
decades over whether Kant's aesthetics should allow for a pure aesthetic judgment of ugliness. The
book critically reviews the main interpretations of Kant’s central notion of the free play of
imagination and understanding and offers a new interpretation of free play, one that allows for the
possibility of a disharmonious state of mind and ugliness. In addition, the book also applies an
interpretation of ugliness in Kant’s aesthetics to resolve certain issues that have been raised in
contemporary aesthetics, namely the possibility of appreciating artistic and natural ugliness and the
role of disgust in artistic representation. Offering a theoretical and practical analysis of different
kinds of negative aesthetic experiences, this book will help readers acquire a better understanding
of his or her own evaluative processes, which may be helpful in coping with complex aesthetic
experiences. Readers will gain unique insight into how ugliness can be offensive, yet, at the same
time, fascinating, interesting and captivating.
Kant's Aesthetic Theory-David Berger 2011-10-27 Taste is ordinarily thought of in terms of two very
different idioms - a normative idiom of taste as a standard of appraisal and a non-normative idiom of
taste as a purely personal matter. Kant attempts to capture this twofold conception of taste within
the terms of his mature critical philosophy by distinguishing between the beautiful and the
agreeable. Scholars have largely taken Kant's distinction for granted, but David Berger argues that
it is both far richer and far more problematic than it may appear. Berger examines in detail Kant's
various attempts to distinguish beauty from agreeableness. This approach reveals the complex
interplay between Kant's substantive aesthetic theory and his broader views on metaphysics and
epistemology. Indeed, Berger argues that the real interest of Kant's distinction between beauty and
agreeableness is ultimately epistemological. His interpretation brings Kant's aesthetic theory into
dialogue with questions at the heart of contemporary analytic philosophy and shows how
philosophical aesthetics can offer fresh insights into contemporary philosophical debates.
The Possibility of Culture-Bradley Murray 2015-04-22 The Possibility of Culture: Pleasure and
MoralDevelopment in Kant’s Aesthetics presents an in-depthexploration and deconstruction of
Kant’s depiction of theways in which aesthetic pursuits can promote personal moraldevelopment.
Presents an in-depth exploration of the connection betweenKant’s aesthetics and his views on moral
development Reveals the links between Kant’s aesthetics and hisanthropology and moral psychology
Explores Kant’s notion of genius and his views on theconnections between the social aspects of taste
and moraldevelopment Addresses aspects of Kant’s ethical theory that willinterest scholars working
in ethics and moral psychology
The Taste of Politics: Kant's Theory of Judgment and Belonging in the Modern World-Ian N. Storey
2012 This dissertation examines the critical role that expressions of judgment play in the everyday
negotiation of social and political belonging. In the sociopolitical thought of Immanuel Kant,
judgments of taste provided a way of asserting one's presence and contesting one's place in society,
through a unique kind of claim for status as a judge embedded in those judgments. Through
engagements with Hannah Arendt, Martin Heidegger, Jacques Rancière, and others, I argue that
Kant's theory of taste makes possible a radically egalitarian rethinking of some of the most
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foundational institutional boundary-markers of belonging - including state citizenship, social class,
and national identity - by relocating the social bases for political membership.
The Aesthetic in Kant-James Kirwan 2006-03-24 Kant's Critique of the Power of Judgment is widely
held to be the seminal work of modern aesthetics. In recent years it has been the focus of intense
interest and debate not only in philosophy but also in literary theory and all disciplines concerned
with the aesthetic. The Aesthetic in Kant is a new reading of Kant's problematic text. It draws upon
the great volume of recent philosophical work on this classic text and on the context of eighteenth
century aesthetics. Kant's work is used as a basis on which to construct a radical alternative to the
antinomy of taste - the basic problem of the aesthetic. In Kant's account is a theory of the aesthetic
that, far from establishing its 'disinterested' nature, instead makes it symptomatic of what Kant
himself describes as the ineradicable human tendency to entertain 'fantastic desires'.
Critique of the Power of Judgment-Immanuel Kant 2000 This edition, first published in 2000, offers
serious students of Kant a richer, more complete and accurate translation.
The Century of Taste-George Dickie 1996-01-04 The Century of Taste offers an exposition and
critical account of the central figures in the early development of the modern philosophy of art.
Dickie traces the modern theory of taste from its first formulation by Francis Hutcheson, to blind
alleys followed by Alexander Gerard and Archibald Allison, its refinement and complete expression
by Hume, and finally to its decline in the hands of Kant. In a clear and straightforward style, Dickie
offers sympathetic discussions of the theoretical aims of these philosophers, but does not shy from
controversy--pointing out, for instance, the obscurities and inconsistencies in Kant's aesthetic
writings, and arguing that they have been overrated.
Kant and the Power of Imagination-Jane Kneller 2007-02-08 In this book Jane Kneller focuses on the
role of imagination as a creative power in Kant's aesthetics and in his overall philosophical
enterprise. She analyzes Kant's account of imaginative freedom and the relation between
imaginative free play and human social and moral development, showing various ways in which his
aesthetics of disinterested reflection produce moral interests. She situates these aspects of his
aesthetic theory within the context of German aesthetics of the eighteenth century, arguing that
Kant's contribution is a bridge between early theories of aesthetic moral education and the early
Romanticism of the last decade of that century. In so doing, her book brings the two most important
German philosophers of Enlightenment and Romanticism, Kant and Novalis, into dialogue. It will be
of interest to a wide range of readers in both Kant studies and German philosophy of the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries.
Kant and the Scottish Enlightenment-Elizabeth Robinson, Bsw 2017-06-26 Most academic
philosophers and intellectual historians are familiar with the major historical figures and intellectual
movements coming out of Scotland in the 18th Century. These scholars are also familiar with the
works of Immanuel Kant and his influence on Western thought. But with the exception of discussion
examining David Hume's influence on Kant's epistemology, metaphysics, and moral theory, little
attention has been paid to the influence of the Scottish Enlightenment thinkers on Kant's philosophy.
This volume aims to fill this perceived gap in the literature and provide a starting point for future
discussions looking at the influence of Hume, Thomas Reid, Adam Smith, and other Scottish
Enlightenment thinkers on Kant's philosophy.
The Normativity of Nature-Hannah Ginsborg 2015-01-27 Why read Kant's Critique of Judgment? For
most readers, the importance of the work lies in its contributions to aesthetics and, to a lesser
extent, the philosophy of biology. Hannah Ginsborg, by contrast, sees the Critique of Judgment as a
central contribution to the understanding of human cognition generally. The fourteen essays
collected here advance a common interpretive project: that of bringing out the philosophical
significance of thenotion of judgment which figures in the third Critique and showing its importance
both to Kant's own theoretical philosophy and to contemporary views of human thought and
cognition. For us to possess the capacity ofjudgment, on the interpretation defended here, is for our
natural perceptual and imaginative responses to involve a claim to their own normativity with
respect to the objects which cause them. It is in virtue of this capacity that we are able not merely to
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respond discriminatively to objects, as animals do, but to bring objects under concepts. The essays in
this book aim collectively to develop and illuminate this understanding of judgment in its own right,
and to use it to address specificinterpretive issues in Kant's aesthetics, theory of knowledge, and
philosophy of biology; they are also concerned to bring out the relevance of this conception of
judgment to contemporary debatesregarding concept-acquisition, the content of perception, and
skepticism about rules and meaning.
Kant and the Claims of Taste-Paul Guyer 1997-05-13 Kant and the Claims of Taste, here published
for the first time in paperback in a revised version, has become since its initial publication in 1979
the standard commentary on Kant's aesthetic theory. The book offers a detailed account of Kant's
views on judgments of taste, aesthetic pleasure, imagination and many other topics. For this new
edition, Paul Guyer has provided a new foreword and has added a chapter on Kant's conception of
fine art.
Observations on the Feeling of the Beautiful and Sublime-Immanuel Kant 1960 Small, beautiful,
classic of philosophy, with new cover.
Kant's Aesthetics-Ralf Meerbote 1991
Gale Researcher Guide for: Kant's Aesthetics-Robert R. Clewis 2018-08-30 Gale Researcher Guide
for: Kant's Aesthetics is selected from Gale's academic platform Gale Researcher. These study
guides provide peer-reviewed articles that allow students early success in finding scholarly materials
and to gain the confidence and vocabulary needed to pursue deeper research.
Kant's Theory of Normativity-Konstantin Pollok 2017-02-02 A milestone in Kant scholarship, this
interpretation of his critical philosophy makes sense of his notorious 'synthetic judgments a priori'.
Values of Beauty-Paul Guyer 2005-06-13 Values of Beauty discusses major ideas and figures in the
history of aesthetics from the beginning of the eighteenth century to the end of the twentieth
century. The core of the book features Paul Guyer's essays on the epochal contribution of Immauel
Kant, and sets Kant's work in the context of predecessors, contemporaries, and successors including
David Hume, Alexander Gerard, Archibald Alison, Arthur Schopenhauer, and John Stuart Mill All of
the essays emphasize the complexity rather than isolation of our aesthetic experience of both nature
and art; and the interconnection of aesthetic values such as beauty and sublimity on the one hand,
and prudential and moral values on the other. Guyer emphasizes that the idea of the freedom of the
imagination as the key to both artistic creation and aesthetic experience has been a common thread
throughout the modern history of aesthetics, although the freedom of the imagination has been
understood and connected to other forms of freedom in a variety of ways.
The Critique of Judgement-Immanuel Kant 2008-03 Philosophy may be said to contain the principles
of the rational cognition that concepts afford us of things (not merely, as with logic, the principles of
the form of thought in general irrespective of the objects), and, thus interpreted, the course, usually
adopted, of dividing it into theoretical and practical is perfectly sound. But this makes imperatgvive
a specific distinction on the part of the concepts by which the principles of this rational cognition get
their object assigned to them, for if the concepts are not distinct they fail to justify a division, which
always presupposes that the principles belonging to the rational cognition of the several parts of the
science in question are themselves mutually exclusive.
The Sublime in Kant and Beckett-Bjørn K. Myskja 2002-01-01 Beckett's novel Molloy and the
question how this work evokes a particular kind of feeling associated with its exhibition of
meaninglessness, namely the feeling of the sublime, is the point of departure for this study. Kant's
theory of the sublime is interpreted within the framework of his aesthetic and moral theories,
suggesting a way to understand the claim to universal validity for aesthetic judgements. Kant claims
that the judgement of the sublime serves morality but he fails to provide this link, so a theory of how
this aesthetic judgement can contribute to the cultivation of moral character is developed. It is
argued that Kant held that art, including narrative art like the novel, can be sublime. Kant's theory
of the sublime is shown to be relevant for modern works of art, and the application of this Kantian
framework throws new light on the discussion of the moral aspects of Beckett's literary work.
According to this account, Molloy is a sublime work of art, and despite its amoral content can serve
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the reader's moral cultivation.
Cultivating Personhood-Stephen Palmquist 2010 Authors from all over the world unite in an effort to
cultivate dialogue between Asian and Western philosophy. The papers forge a new, East-West
comparative path on the whole range of issues in Kant studies. The concept of personhood, crucial
for both traditions, serves as a springboard to address issues such as knowledge acquisition and
education, ethics and self-identity, religious/political community building, and cross-cultural
understanding. Edited by Stephen Palmquist, founder of the Hong Kong Philosophy Cafe and well
known for both his Kant expertise and his devotion to fostering philosophical dialogue, the book
presents selected and reworked papers from the first ever Kant Congress in Hong Kong, held in May
2009. Among others the contributors are Patricia Kitcher (New York City, USA), Gunther Wohlfahrt
(Wuppertal, Germany), Cheng Chung-ying (Hawaii, USA), Sammy Xie Xia-ling (Shanghai, China), Lau
Chong-fuk (Hong Kong), Anita Ho (Vancouver/Kelowna, Canada), Ellen Zhang (Hong Kong), Pong
Wen-berng (Taipei, Taiwan), Simon Xie Shengjian (Melbourne, Australia), Makoto Suzuki (Aichi,
Japan), Kiyoshi Himi (Mie, Japan), Park Chan-Goo (Seoul, South Korea), Chong Chaeh-yun (Seoul,
South Korea), Mohammad Raayat Jahromi (Tehran, Iran), Mohsen Abhari Javadi (Qom, Iran), Soraj
Hongladarom (Bangkok, Thailand), Ruchira Majumdar (Kolkata, India), A.T. Nuyen (Singapore),
Stephen Palmquist (Hong Kong), Christian Wenzel (Taipei, Taiwan), Mario Wenning (Macau). "
Critique of Pure Reason-Immanuel Kant 1871 Metaphysicians have for centuries attempted to clarify
the nature of the world and how rational human beings construct their ideas of it. Materialists
believed that the world (including its human component) consisted of objective matter, an
irreducible substance to which qualities and characteristics could be attributed. Mindthoughts,
ideas, and perceptionswas viewed as a more sophisticated material substance. Idealists, on the other
hand, argued that the world acquired its reality from mind, which breathed metaphysical life into
substances that had no independent existence of their own. These two camps seemed deadlocked
until Immanuel Kant's Critique of Pure Reason endeavored to show that the most accurate theory of
reality would be one that combined relevant aspects of each position, yet transcended both to arrive
at a more fundamental metaphysical theory. Kant's synthesis sought to disclose how human reason
goes about constructing its experience of the world, thus intertwining objective simuli with rational
processes that arrive at an orderly view of nature.
The Critique of Judgment-Immanuel Kant 2000 Originally published: Kant's Kritik of judgment.
London; New York: Macmillan, 1892.
Kant's Prolegomena to Any Future Metaphysics-Immanuel Kant 1902
The Educational Theory of Immanuel Kant-Immanuel Kant 1904
On the Old Saw-Immanuel Kant 2013-07-26 In this famous essay, first published in 1793, Kant
considers the alleged conflict between theory and practice in the conduct of human affairs in three
widening contexts: those of the common person faced with a moral decision, of the politician and the
citizen concerned with the extent and limits of political obligation, and, finally, of the citizen of the
world whose actions have a bearing on war and peace among nations. Unlike other animals, Kant
reminds us, people must decide how they will live their lives. They therefore ask for a guide to
action, a set of principles—a theory. From the outset, Kant rejects the ancient claim that the
practical possibilities of action cannot always be reconciled with moral demands. He offers his own
moral theory, a theory starting out from the principle of the right as an unequivocal guide to action.
In partial disagreement with the rival theories of Hobbes and Locke, he proposes that the only
condition under which the individual can achieve true destiny as a person and a member of the
human race is the civil state. Such a state can be secured only by law. Although "from such crooked
wood as man is made of, nothing perfectly straight can be built," only the rule of law can bring about
a stable society. Last, Kant turns to the relation between theory and practice in international
relations. "Nowhere," he writes, "does human nature appear less lovable than in the relation of
whole nations to each other." But to hope for world peace on the basis of "the so-called balance of
power is a mere chimera." There is no other remedy to international lawlessness and war than an
international coercive law, and such law can grow only out of sound theory. "I put my trust in theory.
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At the same time, I trust in the nature of things, and also take account of human nature, which I
cannot, or will not, consider so steeped in evil that in the end reason should not triumph."
Kant's Critique of the Power of Judgment-J. Paul Guyer 2003 Includes twelve of the most important
modern critical discussions of the Critique of the Power of Judgment, written by the leading Kant
scholars and aestheticians of the twentieth century. Visit our website for sample chapters!
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As recognized, adventure as competently as experience not quite lesson, amusement, as skillfully as covenant
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reference to the world.
We present you this proper as well as simple mannerism to acquire those all. We provide kants theory of taste
a reading of the critique of aesthetic judgment and numerous book collections from fictions to scientific
research in any way. accompanied by them is this kants theory of taste a reading of the critique of aesthetic
judgment that can be your partner.
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